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INTRODUCTION

The Mathematics Anxiety Program offered through Continuing Education for
Women at the University of Minnesota was initiated .in 1976 to meet the needs
of students who experience debilitating fears and frustrations when working
with mathematics. Since that time, Ov,er 5,000 students have enrolled in one
or more components of the program.

Thispaper prov,ides detailed information on the problems associated with
mathematics anxiety and on the history and. structure of the Mathematics
Anxiety Program at the University of Minnesota.. The paper is broken up into
seven parts which describe the following:

1. The Continuing Education for Women Program

2. The development of the Math Anxiety Program

3. The symptoms of math anxiety

I.. The success if the Math Anxiety Program

N. The major components of the Math Anxiety Program

6. The arithmetic and elementary algebrIk course offered through the

program

7. The methods used to teach math anx4ous students.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR WOMEN PROGRAM

Continuing Education for Women (CEW) is a program within the division of
Extensicin Classes, which is one of sixteen departments within ContinUing
Education and Extension (CEE) at the University of Minnesota. 'CEE is the

unit of the university whose mission is the extension of the many resources
of the Uhiversity to the community at large.

Appro'imately 350 University accredited courses and non-credit classes
and workshops, serving over 6,000 students per year, are qffered through CEW
at time's and locations convenient for the non-traditional students of the

program. Established in 1960 as the Minnesota Plan for Continuing Education
for Women, CEW has expanded to include many course offerings in diverse areas
of knowledge and skill. The idea of CEW, relating higher education to the
changing needs orwomen, was rooted in the belief that women constituted one
of the significant untapped resources of the naion. Its objective was to
identify the educational needs of women past tha taditional age of college
students and to provide the educational resources that would assist them in
developing their abilities to the fullest.

-Today women en roll in continuing education classes for many different
reasons:

1, To acquire the skills for jobs needed to financially support
themselves and their familiar,
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\
2. To earn college degrees in "order to advance in their present

positions or to change careers

3. To finish interrupted educations because of lessened family responsi-
bilities

4. To fulfill the need for personal growth and enrichment. 1.

Unlike the early years of the program when most students were homeffiakers, the
students now include many more women employed full-time or part-time outside
the home.

Approximately 94% of the students enrollipg in all CEW courses are
female. The Mathematics Anxiety Program, however, enrolls approximately 15%
males. Students in the program range in age from 13 to with about half
under the age of 36. The largest percentage (25%) are between the ages of 18
and 29, and 8% are 62 or older. For more details on the CEW program, see
Mendel and Mucke, 1980.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MATHEMATICS ANXIETY PROGRAM

In 1975, a professor of economics and the the chairperson of the

Accounting Department,. both of whom taught credit classes for Continuing
Education for Women, came to CEW to discuss the problems women in their
classes were experiencing. They women were highly intelligent and moti-
vated, many had earned college degefes or had successfully completed some
college work, but were having difficulty coping with the quantitative aspects
of the accounting and economics courses.

The CEW staff began to investigate the situation by talking to the

students, conducting research in the area of problems women have with
mathematics, and further discussion with the instructors. The CEW staff

discovered the term "math anxiety" had been coined and found that the
?symptoms of math anxiety accurately describod.the reaction .toward mathematics
experienced by some of the CEW students. The symptoms included blocking out
numbers, avoiding situations requiring the use of mathematics, not remember-
ing simple computations, and development of tension when faced with computa-
tions and testing.

Planning began for the purpose of developing an educational program to

benefit the students having problems with mathematics. The planning process
took ten months and required the cooperation of seven departments within the

University including the School of Mathematics, Continuing Education and
Extension Counseling, the Student Counseling Bureau, the Accounting Depart-
ment, Measurement Services, Continuing ducation for. Women, and the General
College.

0
The General CoMege was particularly sponsive because, being the

open-admissions unit of the University of Minnesoca, they deal primarily with
students not adequately prepared for collage level work. They helped CEW
identify courses, credit and non-credit, that should be developed, methods of
instruction and, most importantly, provided instructors especially gifted in

teaching students having difficulty with mathematics.

+,
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In September, .1976, aided by a grant from the Center for Educational
Devejopment, a major math anxiety program was initiated. Offered through
CEW, the program was designed for students who wished to overcome their
feelings of anxiety toward mathematics and improve their math skills. The
grant provided seed money for one year and, since that time, the program has
been self supporting and has recerived national recognition. Beginning with
102 students in 1976, the progrlith today serves over 1000 students per year.
For more information on the development of the program, see Mendel, 1977.

THE SYMPTOMS OF MATH ANXIETY

Math Anxiety is a term which, having 'men coined ih thetmid seventies,
is now re.ognized by many individuals. As pecple have bec e more aware of
the idea of "math anxiety" they are. also more willing to s y the need help
with math. The definitions and causes of math anxiety do not apPy equally
to all individuals; each person's experience is uniquely their own.

Math anxiety and mathaphobia are two terms used to describe the
irrational fear of mathematics. The tension and anxiety this produces
interferes with the use of numbers and solving maChmatical problems. The
following characteristics are often associated with mathematics anxiety:

1. Intense emotional reactions to numbers: An individual's reactions to
math can rdAge from mild distaste to completely blocking out numbers
and the avoidance of any situation where math is necessary.

2. Avoidance of mathematics: Because they have avoided mathematics over
long periods of time, those who are afflicted with math anxiety
typically exhibit below average ability. This lowered ability in

turn compounds the anxiety associated with mathematics. A spiraling
effect is created -- anxiety results in avoidance which results in

reduced ability to perform mathematictl operations which generates
increased anxiety, and so on.

3. Poor preparation in mathematics: A prplonged absence from school or

move to a new hoof can have a particularly adverse affect on a
child's feelings out math: Mathematics is a subject which builds
upon itself; mi sing a concept can be very confusing. Until the
missing topic is learned there is a feeling of helplessness, that
something basic should be understood, but is not. As this feeling
compounds, anxiety develops, avoidance can occur, and eventually
students will give up. Feelings Ond experiences of this nature can
be carried into adulthood. Until theEmissing topic is learned, an
individual finds it difficult to 'go on to the next section of math.
Isolating what one does not know 'makes, it possible to learn the
material for the first time or to relearn it, and go on to subsequent
subjects.

4. Test anxiety: Situations in which one is expected to prepare for and
take exams often produce the higher levels of anxiety and these
emotional responses interfere with concentration and performance.
Testing` can also reawaken memories in the adult of earlier classroom
situations that werwinegative experiences and these are associated
with math performance.



SUCCESS OF THE 'CEW MATH ANXIETY PROGRAM

A study was carried out in 1981 for,the purpose of determining the level
of success c' the CEW Math Program in redwing the levels of mathematics
anxiety of the participants (Lorenz and Hpndel, 1981) .
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Generally, the program has been most helpful in assessing math abilities
anr in the improvement of math skills and attitudes toward math. Sixty-seven
percent of the 151 studepts questioned said that their feelings a'Jout math
had changed as a result participation in the program. Specific comments
included the following; improvement in feelings about math; gaining confi-
dence in math; enroiiing in subsequent math .classes or.iasses whose content
is closely related to mathematics (e.g., business or chemistry); changes in

educational goals 'in order to pursue a degree or continue with one already
started; changes in occupational goals; consideration of working with math
specialties within a field; taking jobs requiring math ability; adding math
to job activities; promotion because of newly acquired math skills. Only one
respondent indicated a more negative attitude toward math at the end of the
program than at the beginning.

MAJOR COMPONENTS OF,THE MATH ANXIETY PROGRAM

The the, Mathematics Anxiety Program of Continuing Education for Women
consists of four interrelated parts: the, Diagnostic Clinic, the Support
Groupsthe Math Tutorial, and the Math Courses .4

1. Diagnostic Clinic:

These three and one half hour clinics are offered ten times per year
to the general public during the day and in the evening, as well as to

specific groups who request them, such as Northwestern Bell, UNIVAC, and
the State of Minnesota.

The clinics serve two purposes: First, they provide, participants
with information concerning their math skill levels and levels of math
anxiety. Second, they give the participants information on the nature of
math anxiety and math itself. Participants are tested, lectured to, and
Oven the opportunity to discuss! their feelings about themselves and
their experiences with mathematics.

Each clinic begins with a description of the CEW Math Anxiety
Program and an outline of some of the causes of, and cures for, math
anxiety. It Is at this point that the students are encouraged to discuss
some of their persoval feelings about, and experiences with, matheniatics.
They are told to relax and look around and realize that they are not
alone in their feelings of anxiety regarding math.

After this half hour of discussion, the math skills test is

administered. The purpose of this test is to help the participants
determine which. areas of math they need to study. A copy of the

placement test is in the Appendix.

t
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e placement test was developed by a number of. mathematics
"'educat rs to measure students' levels of skill in the areas of arithmetic
throug intermediate algebra. Students are told that they may find the

v test ve y difficult or easy, depending on their backgrounds. In, fact,

some s vdents may. be able to answer only a few of the questions on the
test. They are instructed to do their best, but not to guess or use 'a

calculator. After completing the test, they are given the answers so
that they may srlre their own tests. they al-e also given a copy of the
placement criteria so that they may see which math courses migh,t be
appropriate fora them. A copy of the placement criteria is in the
Appendix.

Clinic (participants are inforiled that the placement test is simply a
guide which they may use and not a perfect. predictor. If they score
close to the cut-off for algebra (in the 26-30 correct range), they have
the choice as to which course they might want to take. If they feel they
know more than the test indicates, they can take algebra. If they feel
that they were lucky on the test, or guessed at too many answers, they
should take the arithrhetic course. In any case, it is better to err on
the side of taking a course which is too easy tKan ore which is too
difficult (i.e., it is better to be a little bored than to be completely
lost and frustprated). ,

Sometimes student scores fall "between the cracks" in the placement
scheme. For example, some students score well in algebra, but do poqly
in arithmetic. It is necessary for a math instructor to talk individiaal-
ly with those people to see what their future goals specific backgrounds
are. In some cases, it is not possible to determine which courses they
-should take. In such cases, the instructor needs to use his/her best
jUdgment and simply to make a guess.

It is Important to have a math teacher talk with students about
their choice of courses. The teacher is probably most qualified to help
the students determine which courses are most appropriate; it also helps
the students to interact with the teacher in a non-mathematical setting,
before the class begins. Many students have stated that their former

math teachers are a part of, or the major cause of, their math anxiety
problems. Interacting with a math teacher in a counselling role helps
dispel some of the fears which students have concerning math teachers.

Typically, 60%-of the students score in the 0 to 27 correct range on
the arithmetic portion, of the test and should be enrolled In the

arithmetic course. About 30% score at the elementary algebra level,
while the remaining 10% are ready for intermediate algebra or higher.
Those few students who do very well on the test are given another test to
see if they are ready for college ,algebra or calculus. A brief
description of the courses is given in the Appendix.

After discussing the test results,and describing the math classes, a
brief lecture is given on...Ihe uses of 'math as a problem solving tool, and
on math as an interesting subject in its own right. The intent of the
lecture is to give the students the idea that math is not Just something
which was invented to make their lives miserable, Out that its purpose is
to make life simpler by he ping them solve problems. The ,acture
concludes with 4 short discussion of the recreational and artistic
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aspects of matt. A copy of the handout on modular art, which is used in

the clinics, is in the Appendix.

The ,students are then asked to complete the Mathematics Anxiety
Rating Scale. This is a ninty-qu3stion.test which measures the levels of
*anxiety of students toward math. It is scored by the CEW staff and the
results are sent to students a few days after the clinic.

Students are encouraged to call the math instructor or the CEW
office if they have any questions about the program or their own math

2. Support Groups:

4.
The second component of the program is the support groups: These

small groups are led by a counselling psychologist. The participants
engage in group 041Cdssions concenning the development,of specific tools
for dealing with math anxiety that may be employed in various mathemat-

ik ical settings. Students with the highest and most debilitating levels of
math anxiety benefit most from participating in the support groups.
Activities incluoe:

a. Writing a math autobiography, where students recall past experi-
ences with math situations

b. Filling out a sentence completion questionnaire concerning vari-
ous math situations'

c. Keeping a diary of math experiences
d. Writing out their goals relevant to studying math
e. Dis6ussing math study skills
f. Learning assertiveness techniques to help students deal with math

teachers in the classroom
g. Developing a personal support system which could be used outside

of the class (e.g., becoming friends with others in a math
class) .

Students who participate in the support groups are strongly encour-
aged to register for a math class while they are in the group. This
allows the students to Practice the techniques and ideas which are
developed in the groups. (11t also enables the students to see the effects
of the techniques in terms of their learning mathematics.

3. Mathematics Tutorial:

The third component of the program is the math tutorial. Here,
students are given the opportunity to work with a math tutor, on a

one-to-one basis, outside of the regularly scheduled class hours. An
attempt is made to employ one of the instructors as the tutor in order to
make the studenti more comfortable when working with the tutor. This
also reinforces the idea that, in order to learn Math, a good deal of
practice is needed outside of class.
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4. Mathematics Courses:

The fourth component of the program is the actual math courses.

It is difficult to imagine how one could overcome math anxiety
without actually studying math. CEW offers a wide variety of non-credit
and credit math classes, ranging from arithmetic through calculus.

It should be noted that the sequence of courts begins with
Arithmetic and Elementary Algebra, a,pon-credit course,\.$nd then pro-
gresses to a 5 credit course, GC 1445, intermediate Algebra, and frnaliy
to courses in College Algebra and Calculus, offered ,through the School of.
Mathematics. Students who reach this level in their math training are
ready for regular college level math courses. If they have any anxiety
toward math at this point, it is usually well controlled. They they are
'able to make the choice, based on their own interests, as to whethtr or ,

not to pursue a technical career. They are no longer overwhelmingly
influenced by negative feelings toward math.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ARITHMETIC AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA COURSE

Since most students register for the Arithmetic and Elementary Algebra
course, it is described in detail below. The course, outline is in the

Appendix,

The course is broken up into two parts: arithmetic review, and
elementary algebra. It is intended that students take dither the arithmetic',
part or the algebra part, but not both. However, many students who are ready
to study algebra also need to work on specific areas of weakness in

arithmetic. By having the classes combined, students who are in the algebra
course are able to attend those lectures'on'ariihmetic which cover topics of
interest to them. The reverse is also possible, although nOepsually
recommended. Students who are studying arithmetic may sit in on tI44.#61gebra
lectures to get a taste of algebra, but they soon find that their lack of
skills in arithmetic makes the study of algebra, very difficult.

The classes are set up so, that two instructors are working with
students, in adjacent rooms, for the entire two and one half hours of class.
The arithmetic sWdents are given ninty minutes of individualized attention
from one instructor while the other instructor lectures to the algebra
students. The .classes are then switched so that ttle algebra students can be

tutored while the arithmetic students work on new material in the lecture
room. More tutor time is provided to arithmetic students because they 0.

generally need more of the personal attention of the tutor than do the
algebra.students. In addition, there is more material in the algebra course
than in the arithmetic course.

The term "lecture" is used above to mean that the instructor is the main
source of new information (versus the textbook), but it is by no means a

monologue, nor d straight discourse on the rules of mathematics.

The lectures cover awide range of topics, always within the context of
new matApdatical mateeial, including the nature of mathematics, how to study
'mathematics, how to study for math tests, *tat to do when feeling frustrated,

I

s'

es
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where math is used, the history of math, how to use math as a tool, tricks of
the trade ,{both quantitative and social), the nature of quantitative people,
and so on. The main idea woven throughout the course is that math is a

language with a 'certain vocabulary and rules of grammar which must be
memorized. Once this is accomplished, math can be used as an effective tool

in many different situations. In addition, it is emphasized that everyone
can learn math, if they are willing to commit the time and energy to do so.

The analogy to Atarning the Chinese language is given: Chinese is usually
thought of as a very, difficult language to learn. However, millions of two
year old Chinese children learn it very easily. This does not mean that they
are necessarily smart -- they just spend all their waking hours listening .to
it and practicing it until they get it right.

Since the cooirse is non-credit, no formal assignments or tests are
required by the instructor. The intent is to make the course as non-
threatening as possible fo,. the students. However, students are strongly
encouraged to do assigned homework and to take tests. Math is not a

spectator sport; one cannot learn math by watching others do it. It must be
practiced. Also, one qannot learn to take math tests without taking math
tests: Students who feel very dhxious about taking tests are strongly
encouraged to take many! of them. They may begin by taking them at home.
Eyentually, they may ! take them on campus, but perhaps in a room by
themselves, without the' pressures and distractions of others in the room with
them. Finally, they 'progress to taking tests in the room with the tutor,
with all,the distractions inherent in this sit cation, including the tutor
glaring at them and timing the test. If they can survive this, they are
ready for the credit c 'tfrses. It sometimes takes quite a long time for, this
to happen. For some s dents the feeling of anxiety while taking tests never
goqsraway, but it may reduced to a level where it is simply discomfortingL,
rather than niebitipting.

4,, 4 ..

Towards the end the course, students are encouraged to'sign ue6:r
further math classes ar.4 are advised as to which course would be approplaa
for them as a next step. Some want to "relax" for a quarter.an,not take 4111.

another math class, This is iitrongly discouraged for two reasons: 4

1. They will forget a lot of what they have) learned if they sip
studying math'for a few months 4 "

2. They are now "on a roll" and need to continually push themselves
where math is concerned. The math anxious person is not cured after
a short twelve-week course. He 40- samust continually push to learn
more math and encounter more math situations, Students WhO take a

quarter off usually find it very difficult to start up again at a
later date. T _anxiety has taken many years to develop and 011
not go away quick

TEACHING THE MATH ANXIOUS

`When teaching a quantitative course to math anxious students, it is

important for the students to realize that it is natural to feel frustrated,
anxious, discouraged, and angry, along with feeling excited, elated, power-
ful, awed, and inspired. Math does not come easily. Most people have
experienced the frustration of not being'able to find the solution to a
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quantitative problem. Once students realize that learning math, like
learning most other things of value, is hard work, they can feel better about

. their own abilities.

It needs to be stressed that doing math problems is not like studyiqg
, English or history. -The rules must be followed precitely every time a
Oroblem is solved. In problem requiring a hundred separate operations, one
mistake-will cause the answer to be,wrong. Most students are not used Lo

. being this meticulous.

Students also need to realize that unless they have a large7amount of
idle time on their hands, that will have to giveup something else in their
lives in order to learn math. They cannot simply add a math class to their
schedules and expect everything else to be the same. Often, the only thi?ls
which are flexible enoygh to "adjust" to the math schedule are either leijUre
time or family activities, both of which are hard to give up. 1.()

b :
Once the students have made the decisio94to commit a sitnificant portion

of their day to the study of math, they then have to convinde thpir families
and friends that they need to be left alone for those periods of time during
the. day. 4 They may need to lock .themselves In 1 room and refuse to be
disturbed for any reason until they are finished studying. 'They tklould wk.udy

for between one and two hours per. day, depending.on how much they can take.
Without this kind of commitment by t14 students alid their families, the
students will be setting themselves up for failure.,

411

Four general points concealing the teaching of,math anxious,stOdents
should be remembered: ")4-- A

1. Students need tebe successful i n doing ma problems,right from the
start. People feel .a tremendous amou of satisfaction when they
work out the correct answers to problems. They want to work on more
problems right away. If they get thosecorrect, they want more, and
,so on.. thus, the math teacher must, from the first few minutes of
the first class, 'help students to firsl good 'about themselves in a
mathematical setting.

2. Thi instructor must have a truely positive lottitude tOilid the

students and the subject. It must be clear td' the stunts that the .

-e* instructor really feels good about, and, enjoys, the mathematici
he/she is teaching, and the class itself.

3. The use of caleulatori should be encouraged by telling the students
that it is all right to use themsand by havi-gg the teacher 4use one.
It should be,!"remembered that the students are adults, not children.
If, in 20 or 30or 40 years, they have"not learneditheir multiplica-
tion' tables or the king division algorithm, they should not be made
to try it again. %frill only stir upt bad memories and waste
precious time. As the_ students do more problems and feel more
comfortable with mathemmkics, they will pick up the truely basic
skills which the calculator currently does for them. And if they .do
not, they can always have the calculator, do it for them.

4. Finally, the students and the, teacher should ,have fuh with the
mathematics and with each other.

I
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MATH ANXIETY PROGRAM --

MATHEMATICS TES

\

These 45 mathematics questions cover many different types

of items. You may use either pencil or pen to mark lour

answers; mark your answers by ckrclink the answer which

you think is correct. If you need to do any figuring, use

this booklet.

Please answer all items in this booklet. You will have

60 minutes to complete this test.

14

14,



1. Add

10 4* 39

2. Add

273

4 865

1680

76

3. Subtract

204 - 25

4. Multiply

25 x 75

5. Multiply

306
x 52

6. Divide

126 r9

7. Divide

70 )68600

8. Divide

937 by 24

a. 40

b. 29
c. 49
d. 50

e. None of these

a. 7894
b. 8694

c. 8884

d. 8894

e. None of thips4..,

a. 121

b. 179

c. 221

d. 279

e. None of these

a. 1725

b. 1825

c. 3545

d. 3645

e. None of these

a. 1872

b. 2142
c. 15,912

d. 18,702

e. None of these

a. 15

417 16

17

d. 26

e. None of these

a. 98
b. 975

c. 980
d. 985

e. None of these

a. 34 R. 21
b. J9 R. 1

c. 309 R. 1

d. 390 R. 1

e. None ofthese

9. The factor set of a number is the set of

divisors of that number. The factor set

of 28 is:

a. (1:2-0,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,141
b. (1,2,4,7,14,28)
c. 11,2,7)
d. (2,7)

e. None of these

2

10. A prime number is a number greater than 1

that is divisible only by itself and 1.
Which of the following is a prime number?

a. 39

b. 23

c. 36

d. 27

e. None of these

II. The greatest common factor of two numbers
is the greatest number that divides both
numbers.
The a e..".est common factor of '36 and 40

is:
a. 4

b. 1

c. 1440

d. 720

e. None of these

12. What fractional portion of the figure is

shaded?

a. 4

b.
4

8

4c

d.
8

e. None of these \

36
13. Find a fraction equal to 71.-8-

a.

b.

3c.

d.
1

8

e. None of these

(continue,' on next page)

OS



14.

15.

Which fraction represents a number greater

7
6an

8

7
a.

b. 8

9

1
c.

2

d. 4

e. None of these

Add
12

a' 35

3 9

5

4.

20 b. 121

18.'

19.

Multiply

2 5

3 7

Multiply

2 1
2 x 3 /7-

21
c.

100

d.
3

5

e. None of these

a. 3

318 5. 3 7,
4

7 10+ 2 c.
3 11T

d. 4
4

17. Subtract

1
1 from 2 1

3 4

e. None of these

a.

b.

5

12

12

C.
12

d. 1 17

e. None of these

2

a.

b.

c.

d.

10.

10

21

14

15

29

21

3

e. None of these!'

a. 5

b. 6fi

c. 8

d. 8 3

e. None of these

20. Divide a.
8

85

23 divided by b. if

8
c. y

18
d. -3-

21. Divide

+3

(continued on next page)

16

e. None of these

2
,a.

15

b.
5

6
c.

1

d*

15

e. None of the4



0.07t Aan be written in t rat t ional form

JSI"

t

.1.
10

13
b.

100

/3

10-0.0

d.
10000

e. Norio of these

1. Which of the following numbers is greater

' than 5.001.1?

a. 4.9999
b. 5.01

c. 5.001
d. 5.000998
e. None of these

24. Add

/.38 4W 28.924

25. Subtract

6

a. .29662

b. .16304

c. 29.662
d. 36.304

e. None of these

a. 0.031

b. 5.63

c. 5.963
d. 6.037
e. None of these

26. Rounding off 5.0349 to two decimal places,

we get

a. 5.00

b. 5.03.

c. 5.035
d. 4.04

e. None of these

27. Multiply

0.3 x 0.6

2R. Divide

0.46 )147.2

a. 0.0018
b. 0.018
c. 0.18
d. 1.8

e. None of these

a. 0.32
b. 3.2

c. 32

d. 320

e. None of these

4

5
29.Write-

8
as a decimal. a. 0.16

1,. 0.625
c. 1.6

d. 6.25
e. Norio of these

30. Name the ratio of X's to O's.

0
es

0

X

X

3
a. -

7

b.
4

3

4

d.
4

3

e. None of these

31. What is the daily rate of earnings of a
woman who is paid $50.00 for 4 days work?

a. $10.00

b. $12.50

c. $50.00

d. $200.00

e. None of these

32. What number can be put in place of X to
3 X

0
make - -

9
true?

10

33. Write .76 as a percent.

a. .0076%

b. .076%

c. .76%

d. 7.6%

e. hone of chest

34. 25 is ?% of 125.

a. 3.

5

c. 20

d. 31.25

e. None of these

(
(continued on next page)

V 11.1(

a. 3

b. 9

c. 27

d. 30

e. None of these



a 5

35. 4 ..[ 175

a. .7

h. 7

c. 70

I. 700

None of these
2

36. $7200 is to be shared equally by Harry, Barry, Larry and Jim. Jim decides to give

of his share to charity. How much does Jim give to charity?
t

a. $360

h. $720

c. $900
d. $1800

e. None of these

37: Barry typed a manuscript. He made $39.00 for twelve hours of typing. How much did he

make' per hour?

a, $2.95

b. $3.25

c. $27.00
,d. $468

'e. None of these

X7 Y3
39. which of the following is equal to -----

X3 Y

4. X
10

Y
2

b. X4 Y2

c. X
-21

Y
3

d. X1/3 Y3

e.
to

Y3

39. Which of the folio :ing is equal ro (x2 + 3x + 2) + (x3 + 5x
2

+ 3)

a. 10x + 5 d. x3 + 6x
2
+ 3x + 5

b. 15e8

r. 10x3 +5

e. None of these

40. Which is the simplest form of 3(2x + y) - 2(x - 2y) + 3x

a. 14.4y d. 7x 4. 7y

b. 7xy e. Ilx - y

c. 7x Y

41. What value of y solves 6y - 10 r 2y + 14

a. y = 1/2

b. y = 6

c. y = 4

a. Y " 3/2

e. y = -6

(continued on next page)
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42. If x v = 3 and lx + 3y = 7, which values of x and y in the form (x,y) solve this pair

of equations 814. ..taneousiy1

a. (3,7 )
d. (7,3)

b. (2,1) e. (1,2)

c. (3,0)

43. Which of the following 4
is the equation of the lise whose slope is 5 ind whose

intercept is -3
,r4

a. y 3x = 5 d. 'y + x = -3/5

h. 3y + 5x 0/
e. None of these

c . v = 5x - 3

44. Which of the following statementsszectly
follows from -x 4 -5

a. x* 5
d. x 5

b. x. 5 e. x 4 5 #

45. Which of the following is equivalent to (x + 3y)
2

a. 2x 6y d. x 1÷k

b. x
2
+ 6xy + 9y

2

e. x
2 + 3xy + 9y

2

c. x
7
+ 9y

2

y

or-



-- MATH ANXIETY PR3GRAM

MATHEMATICS LEST 1ESULTS

',our test r('iIts, follow this procedure for each type of item (e.g., Addition and

Number.o.

- I r 'L. n -.t se, '-.)w >u .11qWer0-1 an It en:
Ir inswr is the some 113 the lettered answer in the correct answer column, write "1" an

tha next column, if your answer is different, write '0";

"bOU'Aff- ciished correcting each tvoe of item, add together 04 l's and 3's and write
""our :core an the column to the far right;

:Yien 4o an to the next type of 'item;

-- To get your "Total Arithmetic Score", add together the numbers you wrote in the column to the

far rtqt. Write "1" if your answer is the
Item Correct same as the correct answer, and Your

Tyoe_of Item "0" if your answer is differentNumbers Answer

.. Addition and Subtraction of 1 c

Score
t

;i:101t,. .i.11,bors 2 d ...----
3 b

Talt1pli.:;at4on of Whole 4 e ,

'41mbers 5 C

Division of Whole Nump.)rs o e
7 c -----
0 b

;. Properties of Numbers 9 b
10 b
II , 4.

1e.plin; o' Frictions and 12 c

t?otionil ;;umbers 11 c
14 b

',. Addition ani Sub,raction vf 1.) 0

Praztions 16 d
17 b

401ti1>lication and Division 18 b

.'f Ern-tons 19 d

20 c

21 e

6. MeanIni of Decimals 22 c
23

.
b

.. Addition and Sub.l.action of 24 d
..Oectmal 25 c

26 b

'..) Ultipliciion and Division )7 .7

of Decimals 28 d

29 e b

11. Patios, Pstes, and 30 c

Proport;ons 31 b

12. Percentages

13. Problem golvin4

32

33
s4

36
37

1111MM.

...

VIDAV4Aco_A- L.
'To get tOu total score, add together the number you got correct for each of the types of items

listed above;

Algebra Score 38
39
40
41
42
43
44
43

a

d
d
b
b

b
b . 2U

opip

..1111111,
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CEW MATH ANXIETY DIAGNOSTIC CLINIC

INTERPRETATION OF MATH TEST SCORES

There are two scores from the math test: Arithmetk. Total and jebra Total.
First, look at the Arithmetic TJtal:

the score is 0-27, you should take an Arithmetic course.
--If the score rs 28-37, you should look at the Algebra Total.

-.-If the Algebra Total is 0-3, you should take Elementary Algebra.
--If the Algebra Total is 4-6, you should take Intermialate Algebra.
--Wthe Algebra Total is 7-8, you are off. the scale of the test and

need to take an additional test. You are at the Coltege Algebra
or Calculus level. See Doug or Joan for this test.

COURSE LISTINGS

Arithm;tio: CEW Arithmetic and Elementary Algebra (do the arithmetic portion
of this course).

GC 1433 Basic Mathematics (do the arithmetic portion of this course).

GC 1434 Math Skills Review (this is all arithmetic).

Math 0005 Arithmetic for Adults.

-Elementary Algebra:
CEW Arithmetic and Elementary Algebra (do the algebra portion of this
course).

GC 1433 Basic Mathematics (do the algebra portion of this course).

GC 1435 Elemekary Algebra.

Math 3006 Elementary Algebra.

Intermediate Algebra:
GC 1445 intermediate Algebra.

Math 0009 Intermediate Algebra.

College Algebra:
Math 1111 College Algebra,

Students wishing to enter the School
business degree need to take Math 1111 Col
Math 1131 Finite Math.

Joan Claesgens
Continuing Education for Women
200 Wesb rook Hall

77 Pleasant Street S.E.
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455

373-9743

Analytic Geometry.

of Management for the purpose of working on a
lege Algebra, Math 114rShort Calculus, and

Doug Robertson
General College
106 Nicholson Hall
216 Pillsbury Drive S.E.
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455

373-4026
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CEW Math Anxietw Clinic -1-, MODULAR ART
Dbug I obartson r 15 Mar 81

A Modular Art.design is a visual rePresentation of a particular
arithmetic operation. The example given below, and illustrated on the
red, white and blue euilt, is based on the folloi4ing multiplication
table:

0 1 2 3
1 4.- -4. -4. 1010'3:0:0:0:
: + 4. 4- :

11 q: 1 1 2 1 3 1

1.- + 1- ., + 1

2 1.0 1 2 1 4 1 6 1

3 1 0 : 3 1 6 1 9 1

1 + + + 1

A. The above multiplication table is converted to a modulo 4 table
bw subtracting a multiple of 4 from ever number in the table larger
than 3. For example,

4 becomes 4 - 4 = C
6 becomes 6 - 4 = 2
9 becomes 9- 4 = 5, :and 5- 4 = I

Changing to modulo .4 insures that onlw the digits 0,1;2 and 3
will appear in the table. This tope of arithmetic is used when
telling time. If it is 11:00 am now in two hours it will be 11400 +
2 = 13:00. However, we do not saw 13:00 we subtract 12 from' the

13:00 and saw the time is 1:00 (this is called modulo 12 arithmetic).

The modulo 4 multiplication table looks like the following:

0
1 .1.

1

0 1 0 1 0

1 1 0 1 1

1 +

2 1 0 1 2
1 4. -4.

3 1 0 1 3

1 +

Next, each digit (0,
different pattern es follows:

1, 2,

0

3) in the table is represented bw a

2 3



CEW Math Anxiety Clinic
Doug Robertson

MODULAR ART
15 Man 81

These Patterns are placed on a rectangular grid to form the upper
left hand one fourth of the total design. This basic auarter is then
reflected about its right hand edge to give a rectangular Pattern, and
the rectangular Pattern Is then reflected about its boItom edge to
give the complete deSign.

Other designs can be made by following'a similar Procedure using
different arithmetic operations, modulos and grid Patterns.

`4.

References on Modular pet

-......F9rseth, Sonia. "Using Mathematical Structures to Generate Artisitc
Designs," THE MATHEMATICS-MAC:Hap May, 19X, PP 393-398.

°udder, Startles, A MATHEMATICAL JOUROEY, McGraw Hill Book Company,
1976, PP 107-111.

Other References

Dergamini, David. MATHEMATICS. Time-Life Books,' 1963.

Rogelman, StanteY and Joseph Warren. MIND OVER MATH. McGraw Hill
Book Company, 1978.

.t1
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CEW Arithmetic & Elementaru Algebra
Doug Robertson (INTCEW)

Course:
Section:

Instructors:
Oftice:

Office Phone:
Office Hours:

Course Text:

Classrooms:
Class times:

Class Format:

Introduction:

CEW Arithmetic and E mentary Algebra
Evening: Minneapo s Campus
Maren Watson itn Doug Robertson
N367 Elliott arl
373-4026 ,

To be an unced

COURSE OUTLINE

INFRO UCiORY MATHEMATICS: bs McKeague (Wadsworth: 1981)
or
ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA: bit McKeague: (Academic Press: sec-
ond edition: 1981)
Texts are available in Williamson Hall Bookstore.

I
$134 and 8135 kolthoff Hall

. 5:30 to 8100 Pm: Wednesdays

The class will be broken UP into two Parts: Elementarw
Algebra and Arithmelic Review.

5:30-7:00 Lectures on algebra ln 8134 (students who
do not want to attend the algebra lectures
maw study: take tests: or work with Karen
in roam S135).

7:00-7:05 Break (students switch rooms).
7:05-8:00 Lectures on arithmetic in 5134 (students who

do not want to attend the algebra lectures
study: take tests: or work with Karen in room
8135).

The instructors assume that you want, to learn mathematics and
that woo are willing' to sPend a significant amount of time and
make a determined effort in order to accomplish this goal. The
class time is to be used each evening for listening to lectures:
reading the textbook.: doing homework exercises: taking tests: and
getting help from the instructors. In order to maximize wour
jeirning wou,aill have to seen a number of hours studying outside
'of class (the more'wou study: the more sou will lear0).

Placement:

If you are not sure which Part of the course you should work
on: ask Doug or Maren for the Arithmetic Planning Teit. This is a
test of your knowledge of basic mathematics and' can be used to
dqtermine which areas' of arithmetic and elementary algebra wou
need to work on. If wou think :sou know where Your weak Points
aro: ne if you took the test during the Diagnostic Clinic: worn
need not taKe the test.

24



CEW Arithmetic & Elementarw-Algebra
Doug Robertson (INTCEW)

Arithaetict

COURSE OUTLINE

Those students who will study the arithmetic part of the
course will use INTRODUCTORY MATHEMATICS, bw McNeague,(WadswOi.ths
1981)s for a textbook. The arithmetic section'of the course is'
divided into the following five areas:

Pa4a Topic
. t Number Of

Chapters Pages Tests
-IP-

/ Whole numbers 1-2 1-82
I/. Fractions ' 3-4 83-148

III Decimals & ratios 5-6 149-208
IV Percents -7 209-246
V Measurement and integers 8-9 247-314

Algebra:

2
2
2

1
2

Those students who will studs the algebra Part of the course
will use ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA, bw McKeague (Academic P're'ss, second
editions 1781), for'a textbook. The algebra section of the course
is divided into the following five areas:

Homework:

Area Topic
Number of

Chapters Pages Tests

e
I /ntegerss eauationss

and ineaualities 1-2 1-82 .1
4.

II GraPhings exponents,
and Polwnomials 3-4 83-172 2

II/ Factoring . S 4 173-202 1

IV Rational expressions 6 203-244 1

V Roots ind radicals 7 245276, 1

Doing homework'is essential if wou are to succeed in :the
course. Homework Problems will be assigned based on the Particu-
lar areas of the textbook which Aou studs. These homework
problems are to be worked out and the answers checked using the
key in the back of sour textbook. The homework is NOT to be
handed in. It is suggested that wou work out the problems on
regular lined Paper and not in ,sour textbook, If wou tear UP wour
textbooks or mark it excessively, it will be difficult for wou to
review or tests and.the bookstore will not :buy it back, Make
sure wou save all your homework until the end of the semester so
that wou can studs from it for the chapter tests.

Calculators*

You maw use a calculator while doing sour homework and while
tal,inr4 tr "r.t.

V
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CEW Arithmetic 11, Elementary Algebra -3-' COURSE QIJILINE
Doug Robertson (INTCEW)

Attendance: 4
,

- ,..

Attending class is essential if you are to complete the work
for which sou are registered. If ,40u have to miss classy make
sure that you work through the material at home.

Tests;

Tests for the course, are optional and are given on an
individual hams. When you are ready to take a particular testy
ask for the one you want. Tests can be re-taken if you so desire.
You mau use a calculator on, all tests, but viAJ should- be aware

that when you take *standardized' tests sou are n6rmalls not
allowed to use d'calculator; a calculator is a real time saver, .

but if w91.1 are planning to, take tests for Job advancement, GRE,
etc., sou laill. have to-learn to do the problems without the aid bf

.!

a calculator,' .P

.

Self-Pacing:

'This .s a 'self- paced' course. this means that you maw move .

through the 'material at a rate which sou Teel is best for .sou. ;f
you finish the reauired material before the last evening of class,
you may decide either to wait until next .semester to continue sour
studs of mathematics or to continue studs and Learn more mathema-
tics this seelester .1.

If sou would like to move through the material slower than
the lectures, you may do so; one of the instructors will be
available For tutoring while the lectures are being given in the

.!.
.next room. 4-

Grades: 7..)

Since this is a non-credit course, no grades are given.
However, if grades were assigned, thew would be as follows:

.

Syllabus:

P .

All 100 - 96% C6 75 - 73
A10 95 - 91 C5 72 - 70
139 90 - 86 D4 69 - 65
Be 85 80 D3 64 - 60
7 79.- 76 N Under 60%

On the next pade is a listing of the course topics- and the
.aPProximate dates on which thew will he covered in lecture: '

. 2b
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CEW Arithmetic & Elementary Algebra -4-
Doug Rnbertson (INTCEW)

rmosimmemmsmairmommom

COURSE OUTLINE.

Week Sections ALGEBRA Toiics (lectures Arre 5:30 --7:00)
+II I. rim

1 1.1-1,47 Signed numbers

2.1-2.4 Solving reuations

3 2.5-2.7 Word problems and ineeualities

4 3.1-3.3 X-Y araphs

5 3.4-3.7 Systems of eauaticins

6 4.1-4.3 Exponents

7 4.4-447 'PblunoMials

8 5.1-5.,$ Factoring

9 5.5-6.1 Word Problems andliqactions

10 6.3-6.7 Ratioe.al exPressioni (skip 6.2)

11 7.1-7.3 Roots and. radicals

12 7.4-7i6 Radical eauations

Week Sections ARITHMETIC Topics (lectures are 7:05 - 7:30)

1 1.1-1.2 Place values COMMY assoc., ProP of addition
1.4-1.6 Comm, assoc Prop. or mUl.ts div, exponents

2 2.2, 2.5 Rounding, distributive ProPertw
2.7-2.8 Order of oPerations, Prime factoring

3 3.1-3.6 Fractions.

4' 4.1-4.5 Mixed numbers

5.1-5.5 Decimals

6 6.16.3 Ratios, rates and unit Pricing

7 6.4-6.5 Proportions and word Problems

7.1-7.3 'Iefn of percent, conversions, eeuations

/.x!--7.7 Percent word ,,roblems

10 '419 More Percent word problems

Length, Perimeter and area

Volimer weiiht and the Metric Swstem


